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Clean Power Plan Overview and Timeline
▀

On June 2, the EPA under Section 111(d) set CO2 emissions standards on
existing fossil generation units (EGUs)
– EPA reviewed existing emissions reductions methods to establish the Best System of
Emissions Reduction (BSER)
– BSER is applied to each state’s current fossil EGU emissions rate to set state‐specific
fossil emissions rate standards for 2020‐30
– Option 1: interim goal for 2020‐29 (to meet on average); final goal for 2030 and
beyond
– Option 2: less stringent but earlier goals for 2020‐24; final goal for 2025 and beyond
– States given flexibility in how to meet the standards

▀

Timeline for compliance
–
–
–
–
–
–

2014: Proposed Rule; 120 day comment period concludes October 16, 2014
2015: Final Rule
2016: Initial report on State Implementation Plans (SIPs)
2017: Final SIPs (for single‐state plans)
2018: Final SIPs (for multi‐state plans)
2020‐30: Compliance period
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Projected Effect of Standards on Emissions
The proposed standards are designed to bring emissions to 30% below 2005 levels

Sources and Notes:
Historical emissions from EPA’s CEMS database; historical generation from EIA; Projected generation and CO2 from EPA’s IPM model results,
comparing its “Business as Usual” Base Case to its Policy (Option 1 w/o cooperation) scenario.
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EPA’s Best System of Emissions Reductions (BSER)
BSER includes four existing methods of emissions reduction, assessed for feasibility
in each state
BSER
Building Block
1. Increase efficiency of
fossil fuel power
plants

EPA Estimated
Average Cost

% of BSER
CO2 Reductions

$6–12/ton

12%

$30/ton

31%

EPA identified 5 nuclear units currently under construction and estimated that 5.8%
of all existing nuclear capacity is "at‐risk" based on EIA analysis. BSER assumes the
new units and retaining 5.8% of at‐risk nuclear capacity will reduce CO2 emissions
by operating at 90% capacity factor.

Under Construction:
$0/ton
"At‐Risk":
$12–17/ton

7%

EPA developed targets for existing and new renewable penetration in 6 regions
based on its review of current RPS mandates, and calculated regional growth factors
to achieve the target in 2030. BSER assumes that 2012 renewable generation grows
in each state by its regional factor through 2030 (up to a maximum renewable
target) to estimate future renewable generation.

$10–40/ton

33%

EPA estimated EE deployment in the 12 leading states achieves annual incremental
electricity savings of at least 1.5% each year. BSER assumes that all states increase
their current annual savings rate by 0.2% starting in 2017 until reaching a maximum
rate of 1.5%, which continues through 2030.

$16–24/ton

18%

EPA Basis
for BSER Determination
EPA reviewed the opportunity for coal‐fired plants to improve their heat rates
through best practices and equipment upgrades, identified a possible range of
4–12%, and chose 6% as a reasonable estimate. BSER assumes all coal plants
increase their efficiency by 6%.

EPA determined for re‐dispatching gas for coal that the average availability of gas
2. Switch to lower‐
emitting power plants CCs exceeds 85% and that a substantial number of CC units have operated above
70% for extended periods of time, modeled re‐dispatch of gas CCs at 65–75%, and
determined 70% to be technically feasible. BSER assumes all gas CCs operate up to
70% capacity factor and displace higher‐emitting generation (e.g. , coal and gas
steam units).
3. Build more low/zero
carbon generation

4. Use electricity more
efficiently

Source: EPA’s Proposed Rule.
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National Average Fossil EGU Emissions Standard from BSER
The EPA standards are not true emission rates for fossil plants, because some BSER
elements affect the numerator (emissions) and other, non‐fossil CO2 abatement
elements affect the denominator

Sources and Notes:
Reflects Option 1 final rate for year 2030 from EPA Technical Support Document: Goal Computation, Appendix 1.
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Fossil EGU Emissions Standard by State
States have significantly different GHG emissions standards, for example:
N. Dakota, Kentucky, Missouri, Indiana: ≥1,600 lbs/MWh, mostly coal capacity
Arizona, S. Dakota, Minnesota, Virginia, Texas: ~800 lbs/MWh, mix of coal and CCGT

Sources and Notes:
Reflects Option 1 final rate for year 2030 (and beyond) from EPA Technical Support Document: Goal Computation, Appendix 1.
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EPA’s Projected 2030 Emissions Reductions
Year 2030 Emissions
Option 1 Policy Case w/o Co‐operation minus Business as Usual

States listed in declining
order of 2012 fossil
emission rates (same as
prior slide)

Sources and Notes:
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Reflects differences in state emissions from EPA IPM model results, comparing its Policy (Option 1 w/o cooperation) scenario to its “Business as Usual” Base Case .

EPA Indicative Marginal CO2 Prices
EPA Indicative CO2 Shadow Prices (No Cooperation)
Policy Case (Option 1, No Cooperation), Rate‐Based

▀
▀

Disparity of prices suggests large benefits from cooperation
EPA’s modeled rate‐based cooperation reduces the average marginal compliance cost
to ~$13/ton

Sources and Notes:
Values reflect shadow prices based on emissions rate constraint, expressed in $2011/ton of CO2.
Values from EPA’s IPM model results for its Policy (Option 1 w/o cooperation) scenario.
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Asymmetric Treatment of Coal Plants
The same coal plants located in different state are treated
differently during dispatch, putting economic viability of some
coal assets at risk, even if they might be just as efficient as
others.
Different Dispatch Prices for Identical Plants
in Neighboring States
Production shifts into the state with a more lax standard

State A

State B
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Asymmetric Treatment of Gas Plant
If new CCs cannot be used for compliance, different vintages
of the same CCs could be treated very differently under the
proposed approach.
Identical “New” and “Existing” Gas CCs
Existing CCs at advantage compared to new.
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Comparing the Building Blocks with the Simulations
▀

▀

▀

The building blocks are mechanically applied, with little
considerations for economics of different resources
Once economics are considered, compliance for each state
(even if observing state boundaries) could be quite different.
Discrepancies between setting the standards and compliance
simulation further complicates the proposed approach,
including:
– Load levels for setting the standards and the simulations are
different
– Renewable levels in setting the standards did not consider the
economics, particularly not geographical differences ‐ making the
assumed renewable amount seem arbitrary
– Excluding new CCs in setting the standard or for compliance seems
to create incentives to replace existing CCs with new CCs
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How Big Are the Benefits of Cooperation?
▀

Net regional benefits likely highest with:
– Single carbon price covering the entire region, e.g. through cap‐and trade
or administrative carbon pricing
– With all CO2 emissions covered, including new resources under 111(b)
– Mass‐based rather than rate‐based compliance
– Regionally uniform tradable products for CO2 allowances and
renewable/efficiency credits

▀

Indicative estimates published:
– EPA: $0.9‐2.0 billion per year nationally over 2020‐30 (rate‐based)
– MISO: ~$3 billion per year (NPV $28 billion) in MISO over 2020‐30 (mass‐
based approach)
– Anticipate other estimates from regional entities

▀

Estimated benefits will depend on the types of cooperative or
non‐cooperative scenarios compared (and many other study
assumptions)
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Coordination is Tricky but Desirable
▀

▀
▀

▀
▀

▀

Given the proposed rule, it may not be very costly for some
states to comply
This may lead to the temptation to “go it alone”
States with high compliance costs/fewer low cost
compliance options should be willing to pay the “less
stringent standard” states
But psychologically, the “fairness” factor may get in the way
States also may rather spend money locally, even if more
expensive (we see this in meeting RPS mandates with
higher cost in‐state renewable resources)
Further, it is not clear how states “pay” each other….
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How Can States with Disparate Interests Work Together?
▀

▀

▀

Avoid the urge to use “fairness” argument to make poor
decision for public interest
Design a mechanism that maximizes the “size of the pie” for
the region, ignoring potential winners and losers (if
possible!)
Negotiate “payments” to compensate each other,
understanding that
– (1) no state will cooperate if they will be better off going it
alone and
– (2) cooperation can make every state better off

▀

Use “carbon price” or CO2 allowances as the currency in
trading emissions quantities (negotiation is also possible but
much more confusing under rate‐based)
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One Proposed Approach: Use a Carbon Price to
Efficiently Incorporate Emissions into Market Dispatch
To send the efficient economic signals to generators and minimize impact
on consumer bills, below is a proposed approach:
▀

ISO‐Administered Market
Clears market, collects CO2
payment and returns
payments to load‐serving
entities

Generators
Bid into market prices
that includes the value
of emissions (pay ISO
CO2 value x emissions
volume

▀

End‐Users
Pay for power and
receive refunds
through retail
rates

Load‐serving Entities
Pay for power and
receives CO2
payments

▀

▀

Load pays for emissions in
power prices
Receiving the carbon
revenues and result in
paying for cost of re‐
dispatch and carbon‐rent
to low emissions suppliers
Reduces the “carbon cost”
to ratepayers, but
supports energy efficiency
and conservation.
Methods for recycling the
carbon revenues should
not reduce end users’
volumetric charges to
maintain load’s incentives
for conservation
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EPA’s Missed Opportunity?
▀
▀

▀

▀

EPA set a standard for each state.
EPA knows that collective compliance is much more efficient
than each state “going it alone.”
One would think disparate standards creates incentives for
trading – but my observation shows that it does the
opposite – holding those in a “good positions” uninterested
in collaboration
Could EPA have set a reduction goal for the nation, with the
same Best System of Emissions Reduction?
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About The Brattle Group
The Brattle Group provides consulting and expert testimony in economics, finance, and
regulation to corporations, law firms, and governmental agencies around the world.
We combine in‐depth industry experience, rigorous analyses, and principled techniques
to help clients answer complex economic and financial questions in litigation and
regulation, develop strategies for changing markets, and make critical business
decisions.
Our services to the electric power industry include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Change Policy and Planning
Cost of Capital & Regulatory Finance
Demand Forecasting & Weather Normalization
Demand Response & Energy Efficiency
Electricity Market Modeling
Energy Asset Valuation & Risk Management
Energy Contract Litigation
Environmental Compliance
Fuel & Power Procurement
Incentive Regulation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Design & Competitive Analysis
Mergers & Acquisitions
Rate Design, Cost Allocation, & Rate Structure
Regulatory Compliance & Enforcement
Regulatory Strategy & Litigation Support
Renewables
Resource Planning
Retail Access & Restructuring
Strategic Planning
Transmission
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